A chair based ballistocardiogram time interval measurement with cardiovascular provocations.
The objective of this study was to measure ballistocardiogram (BCG) based time intervals and compare them with systolic blood pressure values. Electrocardiogram (ECG) and BCG signals of six subjects sitting in a chair were measured with a ferroelectret film sensor. Time intervals between ECG R peak and BCG I and J waves were calculated to obtain RJ, RI and IJ intervals. The time intervals were modified with two cardiovascular provocations, controlled breathing and Valsalva maneuver. The controlled breathing changed all the time intervals (RJ, RI and IJ) whereas the Valsalva maneuver mainly caused variations in the RJ and RI intervals. The calculated time intervals were compared with reference arterial blood pressure values. Correlation coefficients of r = -0.61 and r = -0.78 were found between the RJ and RI time intervals and systolic blood pressure during Valsalva maneuver, respectively.